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The 5 Methods to Perfect Proportions Every Time
Proportions are key in any realistic drawing endeavor. 

If one thing is off it will show. There are 5 key techniques that will aid you in getting 
great proportions every time you sit down to draw. Each of these 5 techniques can 
be used to create perfect proportions every time. Some work better than others but 
they will all help train your eye and get you the results you are looking for.

One of the best methods methods for training your eye and upping your skill level is 
using a grid. It’s my favorite method for getting exact proportion with every drawing I 
start. While it may not be as sexy as say using a projector it will up your skills 
exponentially more in the long run.

Gridding Method

super accurate proportions, easier to draw in small boxes instead of large.
PROS:

takes time to layout
Cons:

Drawing from photos
Best Use:
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The sighting method is one of the oldest methods for getting correct proportions. You 
fully extend your arm out and judge the distances with using your pencil as the ruler. 
You basically take tiny measurements of your subject and transfer them to your 
drawing.

Sighting Method

Cheap and quick
PROS:

Reference point not stable
Cons:

Drawing from life
Best Use:
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The carving out method is one that a lot of animators use. You draw your first line and 
then correct it more and more until you have the correct angle or curve. You don't 
erase any of the lines. You use them as guides for your new lines.

Carving Out Method

easy to capture lines quickly, great for training eye to see angles/shapes

PROS:

requires a new drawing to be created after, no way to just lines or angles
Cons:

Sketching and concept drawing
Best Use:
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PROS:

Cons:

The projector is just as it sounds. You put the image you are trying to recreate on or under it and 
then project it onto the surface that you are drawing on. Then you trace the outline of the projected 
image.

Projector Method

Quick, Small images easy to blow up

Often bends lines toward outer edges, Pricey, Not training your eye

Larger projects that need to be done quickly, Compositing images
Best Use:
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PROS:

Cons:

The Light box is a great tool for compositing images and other drawings. The paper 
sits on a table with a light shining under it which allows the paper to be semi transpar-
ent. This allows you to trace any image sandwiched between the table and our draw-
ing paper.  Animators often use this. Its called onion skin for the many layers you can 
see thru.

Light Box Method

Easy to clean up/correct rough sketches, Quick

limited size, often looks traced, requires special equipment

Animation, Compositing images
Best Use:
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